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Lean Times Call for Project Management
Four strategies to weather the down economy—and surge ahead when it recovers

C
RISIS BRINGS OPPORTUNITY. The challenge for companies now is 

to manage wisely through the current economic downturn, all 

the while preparing to take advantage of the forthcoming eco-

nomic uptick. Doing more with less, turning around failing initiatives, 

and streamlining organizations calls for the discipline of project man-

agement. Here are four proven areas where wise investment now can 

pay off as economic pressures ease.

Eliminate wasted effort
Implementing a “just enough, just in time” project management meth-

odology allows the organization to streamline its processes. Having 

a single “language” and standard process brings order to the chaos, 

adding tactical effi ciency. An effective project management methodol-

ogy relies on proven and repeatable processes and techniques, in-

creasing the odds of project success. 

Potential Paybacks

 Improve cost and schedule performance—up to 50% according to re-

search by the Center for Business Practices 1—through improved project 

management processes.

 Boost project profi tability—up to 30% according to research by Smith 

and Reinertsen 2—by meeting cost, schedule, and quality goals.

 Enhance ability to collect data paving the way for initiatives to improve 

performance, develop personnel, and execute strategy.

Validate performance improvement
Many companies have not established organizational performance 

baselines that allow them to understand which of their processes are 

working well, and which are not. In lean times, such a lack of clarity 

cannot be tolerated. Reality-based performance measurement creates 

greater transparency and accountability, and puts performance mea-

sures in place to justify investments or red-fl ag the course corrections 

needed before issues become catastrophes.

Potential Paybacks

 Eliminate poorly-designed processes that encourage the wrong behav-

iors, causing wasted time, money and resources.

 Provide critical information for management and policy decisions enabling 

more effective strategy execution.

 Identify areas where surgical-strike improvement initiatives will boost ef-

fi ciency.

Develop competent talent
The knee-jerk response to a bad economy—laying off personnel—

can backfi re on organizations who lose valuable tacit knowledge and 

key skills. Here’s a better strategy: identify your top project talent, and 

best potential talent now, make the capable into superstars with tar-

geted training, and be ready to sprint when the recovery begins. The 

cost of replacing an employee can be as much as 250% of the cur-

rent employee’s compensation, and bringing new talent up to speed 

can waste weeks or months.3 The smart company will evaluate and 

develop their people today and hit the ground running while their com-

petitors are trying to gear back up. 

Potential Paybacks

 Improve productivity—by as much as 28% according to research by The 

Conference Board 4—through enhanced employee engagement.

 Create more effi cient and effective job behaviors; put project resources 

skilled at leading and delivering mission-critical projects in place.

 Save costs by avoiding turnover and bad hires.

Execute strategy as a portfolio of projects
The data is in: Organizations that align projects with strategy perform 

better. 5 Even the fi rst step in implementing project portfolio manage-

ment (PPM)—inventorying all the projects under way in the organiza-

tion—produces immediate benefi ts by surfacing projects, tools, and 

resources that are doing essentially the same work in different silos. 

The creation of a Project Management Offi ce (PMO) to be the nexus 

of PPM, competence development, and governance make strategic 

execution faster and more accurate.6 

Potential Paybacks

 Save costs—up to 20% of total project spend according to research by 

Gartner 7—by eliminating redundant, low-value, and poorly performing 

projects.

 Dedicate wasted resources on efforts that really matter; initiate new proj-

ects without an increase in headcount or overall budget.

 Better manage and mitigate risks through increased transparency and 

accountability.

In brief, the value of bringing project management discipline to the or-

ganization can’t be overestimated. Best of all, these practices can be 

implemented in phases to get the ball rolling and show successes quick-

ly. Each initiative undertaken spurs momentum to continue incremental 

process improvements which can, collectively, transform your business.
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